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Perched overlooking arguably the world’s most beautiful harbour, this magnificent McMahons Point property needed
a pool that would do its iconic backdrop justice. In keeping with the clean lines and quality finishes of the home’s
renovations, Crystal Pools’ breathtaking wet edge pool is the perfect accompaniment to its picturesque setting.
A testament to the company’s reputation as one of the most experienced swimming pool builders in Australia, this
outstanding project won the Traditional or Geometric Concrete Pool $100,001 and Over category at the Master
Builders Association of New South Wales’ 2013 Excellence in Pool Awards.
Situated in one of Sydney’s most exclusive localities, the discerning owners of this home wanted a pool that would
provide a relaxing space to enjoy their enviable harbourside views, but could also be used for exercise. Working with
the clients and their architect, Crystal Pools built the pool to maximise the space available and capitalise on the
world-class views.
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Building this pool involved overcoming issues relating to access and position, as well as the challenge of constructing
above ground. With a wealth of experience in challenging builds, Crystal Pools fully-supported the pool with piers and
built a storeroom underneath it.
Both the 8m x 2m pool and the adjoining spa are fully-tiled in a blue-green mosaic mix, elegantly blending with the calm
waters of Lavender Bay below. The refined selection of classic materials continues with the surrounding travertine
paving, while the frameless glass by Dimension One Glass Fencing ensures the idyllic views remain uninterrupted.
As the homeowners wanted to minimise energy consumption, the pool utilises the home’s heat exchange system
and recycles all water with an automatic top-up system. All equipment is also energy-saving, including an AstralPool
pump, sand filter and fully-automatic salt water chlorinator.
When you choose Crystal Pools your expectations should be high. Since its establishment in 1957, the company has
designed and built more than 20,000 residential pools and earned a reputation for integrity, honesty and exceptional service.
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